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R E G U L AT O R S - A S E R I E S

MK25 EVO CARBON BT/A700 CARBON BT
A lightweight yet virtually indestructible
carbon fiber front cover plus a durable
Black Tech coating deliver excellent
protection while offering superb breathing
performance for technical diving and more..
DIN & INT.
Superb Breathing Performance:
Breathe more easily than ever, thanks to
a sectional exhaust tee, large diaphragm,
and air balanced valve.
Sectional Exhaust Tee: Operates in tandem
with an oversized exhaust valve for easy
exhalation.
Large Diaphragm: Increases breathing
sensitivity to another level.
Air Balanced Valve: Smoothes inhalation
effort when diving at varying depths and
supply pressures.

1 - MK25 EVO/A700
This always-impressive system can be counted on for
steady, effortless airflow and exceptional cold-water
protection with its patented Extended Thermal Insulating
System (XTIS) technology.
DIN & INT.

2 - MK17 EVO/A700
More compact yet delivering better
performance than its predecessor, the
MK17 EVO is perfectly paired with the A700.
Built for demanding dive conditions,
you can always be confident of your next
breath.

2

1

AIR2
This fifth-generation octo/inflator is both versatile and
easy to use. As a backup regulator in high-stress situations,
the AIR2 breathes like a dream, rivaling some second stage
models. It is CE-certified for waters 10ºC/50ºF or warmer.
The large, flexible purge button provides quick clearing when
it counts. Divers can also enjoy pinpoint buoyancy control
with the AIR2. Its large inflate and deflate buttons are easy to
distinguish, and the device fits comfortably in hand.
For reliable performance without dangling hoses,
the AIR2 is a standout.

0 2 LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

R E G U L AT O R S - S S E R I E S

S620 Ti

new

Enhanced Flow.
Hi-Flow mouthpiece and
enlarged mouthpiece
pipe, improve comfort and
increases airflow. And the
super-flow hose delivers
more air on each breath..

The revolutionary new S620 Ti regulator touts a long list
of features guaranteed to enhance a diver’s underwater
experience, offering improved work of breathing in a
smaller, lighter package—37% better than the S600.
Choose between the MK25 EVO T and the MK25 EVO
first stages.
Engineered Exhaust Tee.
The S620 Ti’s new flow engineered
exhaust tee does a great job of diverting
bubbles while helping to substantially
lower work of breathing.

Versatile
and Adjustable.
Equipped with full
user adjustments,
including a new
high-grip inhalation
effort control knob
and a VIVA switch.

Compact Size.
Huge Performance.
The new compact size
makes it more comfortable
without sacrificing breathing
performance.

Breathe Easier. Look Better.

Stainless steel components
blend with sleek styling.
Colorful mouthpieces and
hose protectors let you match
your regulator to the rest of
your gear.

Built to Last.
S620 Ti: The titanium barrel,
reinforced technopolymer case and front cover,
and stainless steel front frame let the S620 Ti
withstand years of aggressive diving in any conditions.

MK25 EVO TI/S620 TI

MK25 EVO/S620 TI

MK17 EVO/S620 TI

Ultra-light, corrosion-resistant first
stage is machined from a solid block
of titanium—providing uncompromised
quality.

SCUBAPRO’s premium high performance
piston first stage and its new stateof-the-art second stage, designed
with titanium components, create an
incredibly reliable reg system.

Built to deliver a steady supply of air in
harsh diving conditions, the MK17 EVO is
completely sealed off from the elements,
ensuring trouble-free operation no
matter how cold or murky the water gets.

SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 0 3

R E G U L AT O R S - S S E R I E S

1 - MK25 EVO/S600
Flawless performance and ease of breathing are
the essence of this system. The preferred combo of
professionals or any diver embarking on long, deep dives
that require ultra-high performing cold-water protection.
DIN & INT.

1
2

2 - MK17 EVO/S600
Teaming SCUBAPRO’s best-selling second stage with its
environmentally sealed first stage creates a reliable air
delivery system for all diving conditions.
DIN & INT.

MK21/S560
More than an excellent mid-range system. This combination
offers high performance and value.
Optimized thermal exchange thanks to external fins.
Optional routing cap available.
DIN & INT.

OPTIONAL CAP

MK17 EVO/S560

new system

Divers looking for a mid-range regulator will have a hard
time finding a system that breathes as easy and is as
reliable as the MK17 EVO/S560.Built to deliver a steady
supply of air in harsh diving conditions, when the going gets
tough, the MK17 EVO/S560 gets going.
DIN & INT.

MK11/S560

new system

Designed for divers seeking impressive performance in an
uncomplicated air-balanced delivery system.
Lightweight and easy to use. Perfect for recreational
divers and dive travelers in particular
DIN & INT.

0 4 LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

R E G U L AT O R S - G S E R I E S

MK25 EVO/G260 BLACK TECH
Aimed at technical divers, this system offers excellent
resistance to freezing and effortless air delivery. A sleek
Black Tech scratch-resistant DLC (Diamond Like Carbon)
finish protects both first and second stages.
DIN & INT.

1 - MK25 EVO/G260
Aimed at technical divers, this system can face
any dive situation—including extreme cold-water
conditions— with rock-solid performance and
outstanding reliability.
DIN & INT.

2 - MK17 EVO/G260
The ideal system for tech divers and cave
explorers. The environmentally sealed first stage
is designed for cold waters and less-than-pristine
dive conditions.
DIN & INT.

1

2

R E G U L AT O R S - C & R S E R I E S

MK11/C350
A first stage specially designed to reduce size and weight,
plus SCUBAPRO’s most compact second stage, make for an
excellent travel regulator system. A smooth breathing and
reliable midrange breather.
DIN & INT.

R195 OCTOPUS
Combines the features of the R195 with a high-visibility
yellow cover and a 1 meter yellow hose for easy sharing.

MK2 EVO/R195
Featuring a totally evolved classic downstream piston
first stage, this workhorse reg delivers impressive
breathing sensitivity with steady airflow, plus offers
excellent cold-water resistance.
DIN & INT.
SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 0 5

COMPARISON CHART

A SERIES

S SERIES

REGULATOR
COMBOS
FIRST STAGE

new

MK25 EVO/
A700 CARBON BT

MK25 EVO/
A700

∫

∫

Air-Balanced Piston:
Ultra-fast breathing response
regardless of pressure or depth.

MK17 EVO/
A700

Balanced Diaphragm:
Keeps water out while delivering
air promptly at all tank pressures.

new

MK25T EVO/
S620 Ti

MK25 EVO/
S620 Ti

∫

∫

∫

new

MK17 EVO /
S620Ti

MK25 EVO/
S600

∫
∫

Classic Downstream Piston:
Reliable performance with
minimal maintenance.

∫

∫

5 HFP

5 HFP

High Pressure Ports

2

2

Swivel Ports

∫

∫

Externally Adjustable
Intermediate Pressure

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫
∫
∫

XTIS

∫
∫

∫

4 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP

2

2

2

2

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫
∫

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Full Titanium Body

∫

Dry Chamber
Low Pressure Ports (HFP*)

∫
∫
5 HFP
2

Optional 5 HFP Cap

SECOND STAGE
Air-Balanced Valve:
Ultra-high airflow that remains
stable under all conditions

∫

Optimal Flow Design:
Special barrel and poppet design
to optimize airflow
Classic Downstream:
Simple operation with rugged,
reliable performance
Titanium Valve Housing
Metal Valve Housing
Metal Components
Adjustable Inhalation Effort
Coaxial Adjustable VIVA
Adjustable VIVA
Large Diaphragm
Flow-Engineered
Hi-Performance Exhaust Tee
Super Comfort
High-Flow Mouthpiece

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

Compact Hi-Flow Mouthpiece

∫

∫

Reversible Hose Attachment
Optional Color-Match
Diaphragm Covers
Optional Color-Match
Mouthpiece & Hose Protector

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

*HFP = High Flow Port providing 15% higher airflow than standard low pressure ports.

0 6 LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

All SCUBAPRO regulators feature our limited lifetime warranty.

R E G U L AT O R S

G SERIES
new system

MK17 EVO/
S600

MK21/
S560

MK17/
S560

∫

R SERIES

MK17 EVO/
G260

MK11/
C350

MK2 EVO/
R195

∫

∫

new system

MK11/
S560

∫
∫

C SERIES

MK25 EVO/
G260 BT

MK25 EVO/
G260

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

4 HFP

4 HFP

4 HFP

4 HFP

5 HFP

5 HFP

4 HFP

4 HFP

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫
∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫
∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT OUR REGULATOR LINE, SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 0 7

COMPUTERS

M2 (MANTIS 2)
The M2 is a dive computer like no other. Developed using SCUBAPRO’s Human
Factor Diving™ approach to product design, the M2 offers everything you expect
from the leader in diving equipment. Its stylish, brushed stainless steel casing is
loaded with topside features and advanced underwater functions, including air
integration and electronic navigation. But most importantly, the M2 incorporates
cutting-edge biometrics that enable you to live your life in dive mode.
< STANDARD
BLACK BAND
SHOWN WITH
OPTIONAL
COLOR BANDS >

MANTIS 1 (M1)
A precision blend of sophisticated computer and beautiful timepiece,
the M1 is designed for divers who crave the cutting-edge technology of the
M2 but don’t need air integration or an on-board digital compass.
Incorporating SCUBAPRO’s Human Factor Diving™, the M1 provides detailed
personalized data through the use of biometrics.
OPTIONAL COLOR BANDS FOR MANTIS 1

MANTIS 1 BLACK
Black Tech version. PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition)
scratch-resistant coating and a stealth finish.

ALADIN SPORT (MATRIX)

upgraded

Perfect for recreational divers who appreciate a dive computer with a variety of
modern features that enable them to evolve in their sport, as well as for technical
divers looking for multi-gas capability. Digital compass and Bluetooth® Low Energy
technology compatible with LogTRAK for Android and IOS.

Store & analyze dive logs via new
BLUETOOTH® low energy wireless
technology.

ALADIN H (MATRIX)

upgraded

A sharp-looking full-featured dive computer targeted to avid
recreational divers looking for a convenient air-integrated
DC. Algorithm calculates remaining bottom time (RBT) and
estimates workload based on breathing rate.

08

COMPUTERS

GALILEO SOL
The ultimate dive computer, Sol contains all core SCUBAPRO features
in addition to all technology exclusive to the Galileo series.
This state-of-the-art computer accounts for the effect of increased
workload on human physiology with features like the integrated heart
rate monitor which tailors decompression calculations to your dive.

GALILEO LUNA
The Galileo Luna is everything you need for an extraordinary
underwater experience.
The Luna contains all core SCUBAPRO technology and all features
of the Sol except two, which can be added as optional upgrades later
(heart rate monitor and Predictive Multi-Gas).

CHROMIS
A loaded wrist computer, the Chromis is ready for your next
adventure, in or out of the water.
Divers will enjoy the large, easy-to-read display and a host of
features, including a full-featured dive computer, freediving and
gauge modes, timepiece, and patented stroke counter.
The Chromis has all the core SCUBAPRO features minus PMG.
Enjoy the Chromis in a color that celebrates your diving style.
Choices include Black, White, Lime Green, Black/Gold,
Full Black and Deep Blue.

LED & SMART+ TRANSMITTER
Convenient and safe, a SCUBAPRO transmitter allows you to read tank pressure and true
remaining bottom time (RBT) on the computer screen. It needs only to be paired once,
the first time you use it. Coded transmission technology prevents interference between
different dive computers. The latest LED version lets you know if your tank has gas without
needing to activate the computer. Compatible with Galileo Sol, Galileo Luna and Mantis M2
personal dive computers.

SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 0 9

COMPARISON CHART

COMPUTERS

MODEL

GALILEO SOL

GALILEO LUNA

M2 (MANTIS 2)

MANTIS 1 (M1)

MANTIS BLACK

∫

Optional

∫

∫

∫

Segmented LCD-Matrix Display
Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG)
Profile Dependent
Intermediate Stops (PDIS)

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

3 gases

1 gas

3 gases

3 gases

3 gases

∫

∫

∫

Apnea Mode

Free upgrad

Free upgrad

∫

∫

∫

Gauge Mode

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Nitrox (21%-100%)
Swim Mode

CCR Mode
Continuous Updated
Average Depth

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Logbook

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Altimeter

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Active Back Light

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Bookmark

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Max Depth

330 m

330 m

120 m

120 m

120 m

Battery Replacement

User

User

Dealer

Dealer

Dealer

3-5 years or
300-500 dives

3-5 years or
300-500 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

∫

∫

∫

Extra-Large Dot Matrix Display

∫

∫

Oil-Filled Technology

∫

∫

Hoseless Gas Integration

∫

∫

∫

Integrated Heart Rate Monitor

∫

Optional

∫

∫

∫

SCUBAPRO HR/Skin Temp Belt

Included

Optional

Included

Optional

Optional

Full Tilt Digital Compass

∫

∫

∫

Personalization Options

∫

∫

Estimated Battery Life
Full Watch Functions

Hose Gas Integration

Optional Trimix Algorithm
Software, Compatibility
(Access on SCUBAPRO.com)
Connectivity

10

∫

∫

SmartTRAK, PC,
LogTRAK PC/Mac*

SmartTRAK, PC,
LogTRAK PC/Mac*

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android

IrDA

IrDA

USB

USB

USB

COMPUTERS

CORE FEATURES
FOR ALL SCUBAPRO DIVE COMPUTERS

upgraded

upgraded

ALADIN SPORT
(MATRIX)

ALADIN H
(MATRIX)

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

1 gas

3 gases

3 gases

CHROMIS

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

120 m

120 m

120 m

Dealer

User

User

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

∫

∫

Micro-bubble: Choosing a micro-bubble level between
L0-L5 allows you to increase your safety by adapting to a
particular environment. This feature allows divers to either
take up less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG ): Lets you enjoy the full
benefits of carrying high oxygen concentration mixes
in addition to your main breathing gas. The computer
calculates the decompression schedule for all possible
gas combinations and adapts the calculation accordingly.
(Not available on Chromis, optional on Luna)

Continuous average depth reading: Available in gauge
mode and can be reset by the user anytime.

Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops (PDIS):
Calculates an intermediate stop based on how much
nitrogen uptake your body has endured, taking into
account your current dive, previous dives, and
breathing mixes.

Enriched air (Nitrox): 21%-100%. The ppO2 is
adjustable between 1 and 1.6 bar.
Gauge mode: Turns off all warnings and alarms
(except low battery alerts) and monitors depth, time, and
temperature without decompression calculations.
Logbook: Records depth, temperature, and heart rate
profiles after the dive and stores the most recent 100
hours of dive information at a 4-second sampling rate,
which can be downloaded to a PC.
Freediving mode: A collection of features developed
for freedivers, including a faster sampling rate, manual
start, specialized alarms and warnings, adjustable water
density, and specific logbook. Available as a free upgrade
for Galileo Sol and Galileo Luna on SCUBAPRO.com.
(Not available on the Aladin H)

Altimeter: Measures altitude and alerts the diver when
approaching an altitude incompatible with saturation
status after a recent dive.

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android
USB

∫

∫

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android iOS

LogTRAK, PC/Mac,
Android iOS

Low Energy Bluetooth® Low Energy Bluetooth®

Bookmark : Allows you to highlight specific moments
with a simple button press.

Active back light: With push-on and push-off function.

Replaceable battery: By user or dealer.

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT OUR COMPUTER & INSTRUMENT LINE, SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 1 1

F R O N T A D J U S TA B L E B C S

X-BLACK
The X-Black features the exclusive AirFlex system, highlighted by the red
bungees, that simplifies buoyancy control and guarantees high stability.
With rigid backed weight pockets, redesigned dump valves, and updated
BPI and elbow. One of our most feature-rich BCs, the X-Black is also one
of the most comfortable, even when fully inflated, thanks to its ergonomic
cut.

X-FORCE
X-Force features our pre-formed, wrap-around bladder providing higher
buoyancy without squeezing when fully inflated. This design offers
superior fit and weight distribution. X-Force is more than a powerhouse
of features, making it the preferred choice of passionate and advanced
recreational divers. With rigid-backed weight pockets, redesigned dump
valves, and updated BPI and elbow.

X-ONE
The X-One is an ideal choice for divers looking for a simple
and feature-rich BC. Integrated front weight pockets are separate,
giving you the option to upgrade later.
Either way, you get a high-performing, stable and comfortable BC.

S TA B I L I Z I N G

MASTER
The Master Jacket has been certified as a Combined Buoyancy
and Rescue Device thanks to its lift capacity and the “face-up”
body position at the surface. It is the stabilizing jacket choice of
commercial, military, instructors, and advanced divers needing
intensive use, precise buoyancy control, and comfort.

12

F R O N T A D J U S TA B L E B C S

EQUALIZER

new

The Equalizer brings together all the best features you could ever
want in a recreational diving BC. Its high performance wraparound
bladder is lightweight, durable, and extremely comfortable.
In reliability and performance, this BC has no equal.

BELLA

upgraded

Specifically designed and meticulously tailored for the female diver.
This high-end, front-adjustable jacket has every detail,
including a SCUBAPRO-exclusive wraparound air bladder
that retains its cradle-like shape even when fully inflated.
The Bella will allow you to experience the most
comfortable diving ever.

EQUATOR

upgraded

The Equator is extremely comfortable and fully adjustable.
It comes with an integrated weight system and a wide range
of great features. Its compact and lightweight design makes it
an ideal front-adjustable BC for diving at home or elsewhere.

GO

travel friendly

Go dive the world with this true travel BC. Lightweight, easyto- pack and
extremely comfortable, it includes an integrated weight system, new
optional trim pouches and a bevy of other original features, as well as
SCUBAPRO quality, style, and spirit of adventure.
The large size weighs only 2,6 kg.

SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 1 3

B A C K F L O TAT I O N

HYDROS PRO

new

A true breakthrough in design, dive comfort and convenience,
our premiere back flotation BC, made with moldable Monprene®,
is built for anyone who loves to dive.
The HYDROS PRO is the most feature-rich, the most customizable
and the most comfortable BC ever. Its 2-BCs-in-1 design makes it
the perfect BC for any destination and any dive.
In Men and Womens sizes.

TRAV-TEK STRAPS AND BACK PACK
INCLUDED

AVAILABLE COLORS

OPTIONAL COLOR KITS

SEAHAWK
The Seahawk is a dynamic, comfortable back flotation jacket.
It allows excellent freedom of movement, while still providing
adequate storage with traditional cargo pockets.

LITEHAWK

upgraded

The Litehawk is the travel version in our back flotation family.
With a soft, flexible pack instead of a rigid backpack,
it is exceptionally light and rolls to pack tightly.
Incorporates many of the great features of our back flotation
BCs in a high-performing, lightweight BC. Size XS/S weighs
just 2.6 kg.

14

X -T E K S Y S T E M S

SIDEMOUNT
This easy-to-wear addition is compatible with the current X-TEK line and features a
soft Airnet backpack, bungees and hooks for tank support and streamlining, making
sidemount diving more convenient and comfortable. Includes stainless
steel grommets, D-rings, handles, and valves.

SIDEMOUNT REGULATOR KIT
Offering effortless air
delivery and outstanding
reliability, this is the goto air delivery system for
cold water or technical
diving.

AIRCELL

COVER

X-TEK PURE TEK
SINGLE TANK

X-TEK FORM TEK

DOUBLE TANK

X-TEK DONUT WING
Lift capacity: 13 / 18 kg Lift capacity: 27 kg

PRO TEK
& EXTREME PRO TEK

DOUBLE TANK

PRO

EXTREME PRO

X-TEK HORSESHOE WING
Lift capacity: 27 kg

Double bladder
for double tanks

Double bladder
for multiple tanks

BUILD YOUR PERSONALIZED SYSTEM WITH OUR HARNESSES,
BOUYS AND ACCESSORIES

X-TEK FORM TEK SYSTEM

X-TEK
X
PRO TEK

X-TEK PURE TEK SYSTEM

X-TEK SINGLE
TANK ADAPTER

X-TEK
ACCESSORY
POUCH
QUICK RELEASE
WEIGHT POCKETS

X-TEK
BACKPLATES

X-TEK
INFLATOR

STAINLESS
STEEL
BANDS

MARKER
BOUY

MINI REEL

SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 1 5

COMPARISON CHART

FRONT ADJUSTABLE

BCs
upgraded

new

X-BLACK

X-FORCE

X-ONE

EQUALIZER

BELLA

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Back Flotation: Optimizes
swimming position for freedom
of movement and reduced drag.
Front Adjustable: Ease of use with
good stability above and below the
surface.
Stabilizing: Provides easy and
precise movement with exceptional
lift.
Modular BC-4-Life Design
Super Cinch Tank Band
Standard Nylon Tank Band

∫
∫

∫

Fully Adjustable Cummerbund

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Quick-Release
Front Weight Integration

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

Quick-Release
Rotating Shoulder Buckles

∫

Dual Compound Back Plate
Airnet

Airnet

∫

∫

∫

7
Aluminium

6
Aluminium

2
Stainless Steel

4
Stainless Steel

6
Stainless Steel

3 Zip

2 Zip

2 Velcro®

2 Velcro®

2 Zip

Knife Grommets

∫

∫

∫

∫

Octopus Holder

∫

∫

Weight Integration Back Trim

∫

∫

Rigid Padded Backpack
Flexible Soft Backpack
Torso Flex Zone
2-Stage Inflation
D-Rings
Multi-Mount
Accessory Matrix
Pockets

Smart Pack Design
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∫

∫
∫

BCs

BACK FLOTATION

upgraded

STABILIZING

upgraded

new

EQUATOR

∫

GO

HYDROS PRO

SEAHAWK

LITEHAWK

∫

∫

∫

MASTER JACKET

∫
∫
∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫

Airnet

Airnet

∫

Airnet

∫
∫
6
Stainless Steel

6
Aluminum

4
Stainless Steel

6
Stainless Steel

4
Aluminum

4
Stainless Steel

2 Zip

2 Velcro®

∫
2 Zip

2 Zip

Optional

2 Zip

∫

∫

∫

∫

Optional

∫

∫

∫
∫

∫
SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 1 7

DRY SUITS

EVERTEC LT
Lightweight, durable and offering a bit of stretch, this highquality drysuit is made of heavy-duty Rip-stop fabric and
comes with a long list of features to keep you warm, dry and
comfortable in all water conditions. Included: suspenders,
LP hose and a bag for storage or transport. Comes with hood.

EXTENDER
Built to last, the Extender is constructed of a high quality and
extremely durable trilaminate material to withstand the rigors
of years of aggressive diving. Though built tough, the suit is
lightweight and offers a number of design features that
enable you to achieve a comfortable, streamlined fit.
Includes hood, inflater hose and storage bag.

EVERDRY 4
Enjoy the fit and flexibility of a wetsuit with the thermal
properties and watertight seals of a drysuit. The highdensity 4mm neoprene resists compression so little to no
undergarments are required. Built for extended-wear comfort
and convenience, the suit includes a hood, inflator hose and bag
for storage or transport.

EXODRY
Offering a unique approach to drysuit diving, the Exodry fuses
4mm high-density neoprene with latex wrist and neck seals. It’s
a winning combination, resulting in minimal buoyancy variations,
maximum range of motion and an excellent sealing system.
Includes attached rubber boots, hood, LP hose and storage bag.

18

SEMI-DRY SUITS

NOVA SCOTIA 7.5MM

upgraded

Solvent Free Glue

This new design incorporates 7.5mm neoprene in the chest,
torso and upper thigh regions to maximize thermal protection,
and 6.5mm neoprene in the arms and lower legs to enhance
comfort and range of motion. A new plush interior liner is
featured in the arms, legs and shoulder areas to increase warmth
and stretch, and the new YKK Aquaseal Vislon waterproof rear
zipper is super flexible while totally blocking water entry.
100 percent Everflex neoprene, an X-Foam formulation
for better health, and is assembled using eco-friendly
solvent-free Aqua glue.
CE certified a Class A dive suit - rated for water temperatures
ranging from 7°C to 12°C.
Delivered with hood.

SPORT SEMI-DRY 7MM
Cold-water divers looking for a comfortable, high-stretch
wetsuit need look no further. Made from super-soft neoprene,
the suit features an attached hood and a triathlon cut for lots
of range of motion in the shoulder and arm areas. It’s must
have thermal protection for first-time suit buyers.

SPORT 5MM
Ideal for new divers, Sport suits are more comfortable
and provide much more freedom of movement than other
wetsuits. Made from ultra-pliable neoprene, steamers are
built with the Pure Design Concept, using fewer seams and
panels, and feature a triathlon cut.

SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 1 9

SUITS

EVERFLEX
Solvent Free Glue

These ultra warm and comfortable steamers are built with
100% Everflex neoprene and incorporate SCUBAPRO’s
exclusive Pure Design Concept using fewer panels and seams,
allowing maximum stretch for extreme freedom. All 2017
Everflex steamers come with a Diamond Span water-draining
inside lining that features a second lining for improved stretch
and cold-water protection. Suits are also assembled using a
new and innovative solvent-free water-based glue, a major
step towards a truly green wetsuit. 7/5mm, 5/4mm and
3/2mm thicknesses.
White model for women in 3/2 mm.

Our unique Blue Diamond Span: inner lining with water
draining material isn’t just exceptionally comfortable and
quick drying. It enhances cold water protection, keeping you
warmer, longer.
X-Foam: Made from limestone neoprene, petroleum–free,
and compliant with strict PAH requirements. SCUBAPRO
was the first to offer this, better protecting divers and our
oceans.
Solvent Free Glue

Solvent-Free Glue: The first to use AQUA glue—a solventfree, water-based adhesive that is
environmentally and diver-friendly.
White Everflex in 3/2 mm.

DEFINITION
User-friendly wetsuits use a 3D cut and special tailoring to fit
the body like a glove, provide extra stretch where needed,
and enhance warmth and comfort.
Accent colors vary on suits based on thickness.
Available in thicknesses 6.5mm, 5 mm and 3 mm.
6mm jacket and 2.5mm shories also available in men’s and
women’s sizes.

5mm - Women
// Red
20

5 mm - Men
// Black White

6.5mm - Men
// Blue

6.5mm - Women
// Purple

3mm - Men
// Yellow

3mm - Women
// Pink

SUITS

PYROFLEX
Leave it to SCUBAPRO to deliver
unparalleled advantages in one
versatile suit.
Available as a 1.5mm steamer,
Pyroflex is perfect for diving,
snorkeling, or pool training.
Use as a layering option to stay
warmer, longer and get more out
of your other SCUBAPRO suits.

PROFILE 0.5MM

EVERFLEX SKIN

This ultra thin neoprene steamer can
be used as a warm-water wetsuit or as
a base layer beneath a thicker wetsuit
for cold-water diving.
Built with a quality nylon/neoprene
blend on the outside for durability.

This comfortable suit offers excellent
thermal and UV protection for tropical
diving and snorkeling, and is an
effective under layer when worn with
a wetsuit.

HYBRID 6MM
This versatile vest is designed to look great with all our suit
families. Removable hood with durable zipper.

HYBRID SHORTY 2MM
Make a fashion statement in and out of the water.
This unique one-piece suit is perfect for warmwater snorkeling or other water sports.

VAST OFFERING OF BOOTS & GLOVES
Multiple thicknesses and styles and other
neoprene accessories for maximum
comfort and protection.
See scubapro.com
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COMPARISON CHART

SUITS

upgraded

Thickness (mm)

NOVASCOTIA

SPORT SEMI-DRY

EVERFLEX

DEFINITION

SPORT

7.5/6.5

7.0

3/2, 5/4, 7/5

3, 5, 6.5 (Steamer)
2.5 (Shorty)

5.0

X-Foam
Solvent-Free Water - Based Aqua Glue
Pure Design Concept (PDC)

Industry 1st with X-Foam on full neoprene line and accessories since 2012

∫

∫

Industry 1st

Industry 1st

∫

∫
∫

Triathlon Cut

∫

∫

Preformed Design

∫

100% Everflex Neoprene

∫

∫

∫

Diamond Span - Fleece Lining

∫

∫

∫

∫

Infrared Plush Lining

∫

Micro Plush Lining

∫

YKK Aquaseal Dry
Zipper Shoulder
to Shoulder

YKK Aquaseal Dry
Zipper Shoulder
to Shoulder

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

Double
Zippered Seal

Double
Zippered Seal

Double Zippered
Seal (5/4 & 7/5)
Single Cuff Fused
Cut Finish (3/2)

Double Zippered
Seal (5.0)
Single Zippered
Cuff (3.0)

Single
Zippered Cuff

Glideskin on Seals

∫

∫

∫

∫

Fold-Under Neck Seal

∫
∫

∫

∫

∫ (5)

Zipper

Ankle/Wrist Seal

Zipper on Neck Collar
Lumbar Pad

Abrasion-Resistant Fabric

Anti-Abrasion Pad/Print
I-Safe Strap
Hood

CE Thermal Class

22

∫

∫
Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Knee, Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Knee, Seat

Heavy-Duty on
Shoulder, Knee, Seat

High-Quality on
Shoulder, Seat

Medium on
Shoulder, Knee, Seat

Tatex Pad on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Tatex Pad on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on
Shoulder, Knee

2 (5/4, 7.5)

2

A = 7/5
B = 5/4
C = 3/2

A = 6.5
B = 5.0
D = 3.0

2
Included

Included

A

A

B = 5.0

SUITS

DRY SUITS

PYROFLEX

PROFILE

1.5

0. 5
Industry 1st

EVERTEC LT

EXTENDER

EVERDRY 4

EXODRY

Lightweight
Ripstop
Membrane

Nylon
Membrane

High-Density
4mm Neoprene

High-Density
4mm Neoprene

∫

∫

Front Diagonal,
TIZIP Dry Zipper

Front Diagonal Dry
Zipper

Back,
YKK Metal Dry
Zipper

Back, TIZIP
Dry Zipper

Si-Tech Valves

∫

∫

∫

∫

Attached
Neoprene Socks

∫

Material
X-Foam
Zipper

∫

Attached
Rubber Boots
Kevlar Kneepads

∫
YKK Front Zip

Ankle Strap
Thumb Loop

YKK Diagonal
Back Zip

Ankle Strap
Thumb Loop

∫
∫

∫

∫

I-Safe Strap

1

1

Telescopic Torso

∫

∫

Removable Suspenders

∫

∫

2

2

∫
∫

Flex Seal Wrist/Ankle
Latex collar

∫

∫

Pockets

2

2

1

∫
1

Hood

∫

∫

∫

∫

THERMAL CLASSIFICIATION SCALE
Medium on
Shoulder, Seat
Prints on Knee

–

CE CLASSIFICATION

WATER TEMPERATURE

A

7° C – 12° C

B

10° C – 18° C

C

16° C – 24° C

D

> 22° C

-
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FINS

SEAWING NOVA GORILLA
A slightly stiffer blade results in increased power and control for divers who prefer
more feedback in their kicks. It also allows for more effective sculling and reverse
kicking, making the Gorilla an excellent choice for tech divers and dive instructors.

SEAWING NOVA
The multiple-award-winning Seawing Nova delivers the power, acceleration and maneuverability
of a blade fin, with the kicking comfort, speed and efficiency of a split fin. You’ll be hard-pressed
to find a fin more comfortable to wear or fun to kick.

TWIN JET
You won’t find a better provider of maximum propulsion
with minimum kicking effort than the Twin Jet.
This fin is just fun.

TWIN JET MAX
This high performance fin features a slightly stiffer blade
for split fin divers who like more feedback in their kicks.

JET FIN
SCUBAPRO Jet Fins have a long and celebrated history of
performance. They set the standard for power and durability in
1965 and continue to be immensely popular today.
With Spring strap.

24

FINS

JET SPORT
*new color
The Jet Sport generates
propulsive kicking power with
excellent stability.
It’s easy to maneuver too,
delivering the perfect blend of
performance, comfort and price.

*

WAKE

*new color

*

*

Offering dual-material construction and a traditional blade,
this fin is lightweight, comfortable and perfect for travel.

GO

new

This brand new travel fin combines the fitment benefits of an open heel fin, with the comfort
and barefoot freedom of a full foot fin. The GO is lightweight yet virtually indestructible, plus
it’s a fast and nimble performer in the water. It’s also designed to fit easily in IATA carryon
compliant luggage, making it the ideal fin for divers, snorkelers and swimmers who enjoy
traveling the world.

FLUIDA 2

JET CLUB

Timeless classic design full foot
fin. Excellent thrust due to the
streamlined shape.

This full foot version offers the
ease of temperate water fins
combined with the performance
found in adjustable fins.

new

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT OUR FIN LINE, SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 2 5

MASKS

SYNERGY TWIN TRUFIT

*new color

2nd generation Trufit technology uses two thicknesses of supple silicone
to create a comfortable, watertight seal.

*

*
SPECTRA

A metallic–look frame, dual lens mask.
Exclusive paint process gives your mask the look of stylish eyewear.
Corrective lens available.

SPECTRA MINI
The Spectra Mini shares the same features as the twin lens Spectra mask,
but is smaller in size.

SCOUT
A sporty, low-volume mask for easy clearing and
extremely comfortable fit. The perfect mask for any face.

VIBE 2
Double lens mask with increased field of vision. Includes EZ-Mask
strap for central adjustment and an additional standard mask strap.

ECCO

PRO EAR 2000

*new color

Low volume, easy to clear, and a
liquid silicone skirt that’s both
comfortable and seals
water out.

*
*
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Offering a sensational
concept for ear protection
while diving, the ProEar
mask comes with ear cups
to keep your ears dry while
at the same time allowing
for easy equalizing during
descents.

MASKS

FRAMELESS
Diving’s original frameless mask features a distinctive rectangular shape
for excellent field of view. The skirt’s soft double-edge seal keeps water
out and feels good against the skin. Gorilla features a larger skirt.
FRAMELESS
GORILLA

FRAMELESS

SYNERGY2 TRUFIT
The single lens Synergy 2’s new-generation Trufit two-skirt design
delivers a long-lasting, comfortable seal on virtually all face shapes.

CRYSTAL VU
A single lens mask with seamless side windows
for a panoramic field of vision.

SOLO

DEVIL

Enjoy the view in a streamlined, low-volume frameless
mask. Double-sealed silicone skirt molds to the face for a
comfortable, watertight seal.

Offering excellent field of vision and a super-soft silicone
skirt, the design of the nose pocket makes it easy to
equalize.

SNORKELS

SPECTRA DRY

SPECTRA

FUSION PRO

ESCAPE

FUN 2

VENT 2

FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT OUR MASKS AND SNORKELS LINE, SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 2 7

FREEDIVING

ELEMENT
2-Piece Suit:
5/4mm with high-waisted
pans and hooded,
beaver tail vest.
1-Piece Suit:
in both 5/4mm and
3/2mm with 3D diagonal
cut back zipper.

MONOFIN
Constructed of same
materials as S2.

HOOD
5/4MM

S1 PRO

S2 ECO

S3

Highest quality,
99-percent pure
carbon blade,
produces the
most powerful
and efficient fin
on the market.

Built with a
carbon layer
over a fiberglass
core, the S2
delivers kicking
performance
comparable to
the S1, but at a
value price.

Long, soft blade
made of a high
performance
plastic
compound.
Durable and
affordable.
Great option for
scuba divers
too.

SNORKEL

NOSE CLIP

STEEL PRO

STEEL COMP

Frameless, single
lens design offers
an expansive, low
volume view.

Ultra-low internal
volume. Not
recommended for
scuba diving.

SURFACE
BUOY

FREEDIVING
BEACH BAG
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KIDS

REBEL 6.5MM
& 2.5MM

REBEL
5MM

REBEL
SHORTY
2MM

Back-zip steamer
delivers warmth,
flexibility and
a comfy plush
interior.

REBEL 5MM
Velcro closures make
it simple to put on
and off.

REBEL 3MM
REBEL
Built tough to withstand many
dive seasons and multiple growth
spurts, a choice of interchangeable
cummerbunds and adjustable
length shoulder straps ensures the
perfect fit as a young divers grows.

RASHIE
Shorts and tops sold separately.

Super stretch,
plush neoprene,
Large gusseted
Velcro® flap.

SUPER SOCK
SNORKEL PLUS
FINS

*

Open heel design can be used
barefoot or with booties.

CHILD 2
*new color

*
*new color

CHILD 2
MASKS

SPIDER
COMBO

Perfectly shaped
to fit small faces.

Children’s snorkeling
set.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR FREEDIVING AND KIDS LINE, SEE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AT SCUBAPRO.COM 2 9

LIGHTS

NOVA 2100 SF (SPOT FLOOD)

new

The powerful new Nova 2100 SF (Spot
Flood) multi-use dive light offers both
a 65° wide beam and a 15° spot beam
to perfectly match different diving
situations. Five light modes plus an
emergency signal mode provide lots
of versatility, with one-button control
for easy operation. Extremely reliable,
the waterproof battery compartment
is isolated so even if the O-ring seal
fails, water cannot reach the internal
electronics. The Nova 2100 SF comes
as a set with both a large and a small
a Goodman handle, plus a pistol grip
handle and a GoPro adapter.
Or, it can also be purchased without
handles if you want to use it with a video
arm system. Both lights come with a
wrist lanyard, rechargeable battery,
charger and spare parts, all packed in a
zippered EVA carry case.

m

5.6

cm

1 3c

65˚
15˚

NOVA 720/720R

23
15

.2

Newest Cree XPL LED. 100%
or 50% power modes.
Choose from full-sized 720
(23.2cm long, 3 C cells),
or compact 720R (15cm long,
rechargeable Li-ion).
Batteries sold separately.

cm

cm

720R

720

NOVA 220

NOVA 720 WIDE

Just 9,5 cm long, it can be stored
in the smallest BC pocket.
Three power modes: 100%,
25% and Strobe.
Batteries sold separately.

Same 720 lumen illumination and
features, with Cree XML U2 LED
and wider 80-degree beam.
Batteries sold separately.
80˚

21
9.

5c

m

220

30

cm

720 W

BAGS

DIVE’N ROLL

upgraded

Dimensions: 66x40x32cm.
Weight: 3.98kg. Volume: 84L.

MAXI DRY

new

Dimensions: 50x30x20 cm.
Weight: 0.97kg. Volume: 30 L.

MINI DRY

new

Dimensions: 40x25x18 cm.
Weight: 0.80kg. Volume: 18L.

REPORTER

DUFFLE

new

Dimensions: 52x38x24cm.
Weight: 1.10kg. Volume: 20L.

Dimensions: 80x40x36cm.
Weight: 0.90kg. Volume: 115L.

CABIN
BEACH BAG

new color

new

Dimensions: 53x37x19cm.
Weight: 3.18kg. Volume: 37L.

Dimensions: 71x27x17 cm.
Weight: 0.45kg. Volume: 10L.
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ABOUT
SCUBAPRO
SCUBAPRO is the iconic mark of the
world’s most accomplished scuba divers,
the preferred and recommended choice
of elite diving professionals around the
globe.
Originators and innovators of exceptional
dive gear, we build flawless diving
equipment for the lifestyle and sport of
those whose passion is found below the
surface.
Created by divers for divers, we’ve built a
strong legacy of innovation and intuitive
diver-centric design for more than 50
years.
Driven by a shared passion for the sport,
we are inspired to create equipment that
puts the experience at the forefront.
We believe that exacting commitment to
performance, usability, safety, and design
sophistication brings out the best in every
underwater adventure.
For divers who want the best, there is no
other choice.
Today, SCUBAPRO remains a premier
manufacturer of scuba diving equipment
and employs over 400 people in 17
locations spread over 13 countries,
covering 4 continents.
At least 1 in every 2 employees is a diver
and in several countries over 80% are
divers, and over a third are instructors.
SCUBAPRO and UWATEC are
Johnson Outdoors companies.

The illustrations in this catalog may
not exactly represent the products
described and are intended as a guide
only. We reserve the right to alter product
descriptions or specifications
as necessary.
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